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ABSTRACT
A hard x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) provides an x-ray source with an extraordinary high peak-brilliance,
a time structure with extremely short pulses and with a large degree of coherence, opening the door to new
scientific fields. Many XFEL experiments require the x-ray beam to be focused to nanometer dimensions or, at
least, benefit from such a focused beam. A detailed knowledge about the illuminating beam helps to interpret
the measurements or is even inevitable to make full use of the focused beam. In this paper we report on focusing
an XFEL beam to a transverse size of 125 nm and how we applied ptychographic imaging to measure the complex
wavefield in the focal plane in terms of phase and amplitude. Propagating the wavefield back and forth we are
able to reconstruct the full caustic of the beam, revealing aberrations of the nano-focusing optic. By this method
we not only obtain the averaged illumination but also the wavefield of individual XFEL pulses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hard x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) differ from synchrotron radiation sources in the unique time structure
of their radiation pulses. The ultra short highly intense pulses provide the possibility to perform new fascinating
scientific experiments like the investigation of the dynamic behavior of atoms and molecules,1 single shot imaging
of biological structures,2, 3 coherent diffraction imaging of single molecules,4–6 creating and observing matter in
extreme conditions,7 or monitor non-linear optical effects in the hard x-ray regime.8
Most of these experiments benefit from focusing the incoming XFEL beam onto the specimen, thereby
increasing the fluence dramatically. A wide range of optics are available, that are able to cope with the high
peak brilliance of an XFEL.9–11 A detailed knowledge about the illuminating wavefield helps to evaluate the
acquired data. Characterizing the focused beam of an XFEL is somehow different from doing so at a third
generation synchrotron beam, thus knife-edge techniques are not applicable. A way out is to deploy imprint
techniques: The beam destroys the illuminated region of a certain target, and the shape of the resulting crater
is used to estimate the intensity distribution of the beam.10, 12
An advanced method to measure the focused beam of an XFEL is to exert ptychographic imaging.13–17 A test
object is scanned by the beam while a far-field diffraction pattern is recorded at each scan point. An iterative
phase retrieval algorithm18 is applied to reconstruct phase and amplitude of the wavefield and the object, with
high spatial resolution (see section 3). The knowledge of the wavefield in the object plane can be used, for
example, to enhance the spatial resolution of imaging experiments by deconvolving the measured data with the
shape of the illumination. Applying the Fresnel-Kirchhoff propagation formula,19 the complex wavefield can be
propagated along the optical axis, revealing the full caustic of the nanobeam.
In this paper we describe an experiment that we performed at the LCLS facility in May 2012.20
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment was carried out at the matter in extreme condition (MEC) instrument located in the far experimental hall of the LCLS at SLAC, Stanford, USA, in a distance of 464 m behind the XFEL undulator. The
electron energy was tuned to optimize the emittance of photons with an intended energy of 8200 eV. A 4 bounce
Bartels monochromator decreased the relative energy bandwidth to below 10−4 . As a trade-off, the combination
of the unseeded SASE process and the monochromator led to a strong fluctuation of the photon flux by up to 3
to 4 orders of magnitude. A hard x-ray offset mirror (HOM) system redirected the beam to the experiment. The
focusing lenses, the sample stages and the propagation path to the detector were situated within the experimental
vacuum tank.
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Figure 1. Parabolic compound refractive x-ray lens (CRL). a) Schematic drawing of a single lens. b) Schematic drawing
of a stack of many single lenses. c) Photograph of a CRL holder, which holdes an array of many single beryllium lenses.

The focusing was accomplished by a parabolic compound refractive x-ray lens (CRL).11, 21, 22 A CRL consists
of N single lenses made of beryllium stacked behind each other to reach the needed refraction strength, see figure
1. Each single lens is a beryllium disk into which the concave parabolic lens shape had been embossed from both
sides, see Figure 1 a). The beryllium disks are framed by a metal ring such that the apex of the paraboloid is
in the center of the ring with sub micrometer precision. To ensure that the apices of all single lenses are aligned
in one single line, the metal frame of the single lenses are set into a high precision V-track. The entry and the
exit apertures of the CRL are defined by a pair of pinholes that enclose the CRL. In the experiment we used
a number of 20 single lenses with a radius R specified to 50 µm and a geometric aperture radius R0 of slightly
more than 150 µm. The diffraction limited focus was expected to be generated at a distance 250 mm downstream
the CRL with a full width at half maximum size of 115 nm and a gain in fluence of 2 × 106 compared to the
unfocused XFEL beam.
In the focused unattenuated XFEL beam the destruction limit of any material23 is well exceeded. Ptychographic scanning of the sample in the full shot beam is therefore not feasible. Polished single crystal silicon
absorbers were used to decrease the photon intensity, on the sample, below the sample damage threshold. The
absorbers were also used to adapt the photon flux to the dynamic range of the detector.
The test object employed in the ptychography scan was a grid of 40 × 40 similar Siemens stars etched into a
1 µm thick tungsten layer deposited onto a 100 µm thick CVD diamond substrate, see Figure 2(a). The period
length of the grid was 2 µm, each Siemens star contained features with sizes in the range between 50 nm and
200 nm.
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Figure 2. a) SEM image of the test object. b) Central region of a far-field diffraction pattern in logarithmic scale.

The sample was mounted on top of a scanner stage with nanometer resolution and an accuracy specified
to below 10 nm. Far-field images were acquired by a cooled PIXIS CCD camera in a distance of 4.1 m behind
the sample. Operated in 4 × 4 binning mode, the detector recorded diffraction patterns that were sampled by
512 × 512 pixels with an effective pixel size of 54 µm, Figure 2(b).

3. PTYCHOGRAPHY
Coherent x-ray diffraction imaging (CXDI) is a well-established technique at FELs. Single shot images of identical
samples are taken from different directions, combined and reconstructed to retrieve a spatial electron density
map.1–3 The method needs coherent light with highest intensities to measure photons scattered to the largest
angles. Both requirements are fulfilled at FEL facilities. But CXDI is only applicable for samples that are
smaller than the illuminating wavefield, so this method fails for extended objects. Another limitation of CXDI
is that you need prior knowledge of the illumination, but this information is not available in most cases.
Ptychographic imaging techniques overcome these limitations by scanning an arbitrarily large region of the
specimen with overlapping illumination between neighboring scan points while the far-field diffraction patterns
are recorded at each scan point. Ptychography was originally developed to solve the phasing problem in electron
microscopy structure analysis. Today, ptychographic imaging is an established method at third generation
synchrotron radiation sources.24 The diffraction patterns that are acquired in a ptychography scan allow the
reconstruction of the object’s complex-valued transmission function and of the complex wavefield in the object
plane. The distinction of object function and illumination function is possible due to the overlap of adjacent
illumination spots, which results in an overdetermined set of equations.

4. RESULTS
A 2 µm × 2 µm region of the sample was raster scanned by 20 × 20 points with a step size of 100 nm in each
direction, see Figure 3(a). The scan range was subdivided into four equal sets of 5 × 20 raster points as indicated
by the four colors in Figure 3. At each scan point 2 single-shot images were acquired to retrieve at least one
properly illuminated pattern. This was necessary to take into account the strong photon flux variations between
the single shots.The better of the two diffraction patterns was selected for reconstruction. But even the flux
of the acquired images fluctuates by more than one order of magnitude. To ensure successful reconstruction,
all images with a photon flux below a certain value (10 % of the average) were rejected from being used in the
reconstruction. Out of 800 acquired far-field images, only 381 were selected for reconstruction, see Figure 3(b).
Emerging gaps in the scanned field of view do not affect the reconstruction quality, since the wide tails and the
large transverse coherence length of the illumination ensure sufficient overlap between the scan points, even if
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Figure 3. Raster scan points of the ptychographic scan. The scan was subdivided into four separated scans indicated by
the four colors. (a) The designated raster points are located on a rectangular grid. Diffraction patterns with an integral
photon dose below a certain threshold value were rejected. (b) shows the remaining scan points for which a proper
diffraction pattern was recorded. (c) displays the positions of the scan points that were calculated by the reconstruction
algorithm. The deviations from the intended positions are remarkable.

there are some voids. The remaining fluctuations of the flux are corrected by normalizing the diffraction patterns
with respect to the measured photon flux of the XFEL pulses.
Ptychographic reconstruction turned out to be quite challenging, because the actual positions of the raster
points differ significantly from the designated positions. Performing an initial reconstruction with the four subsets
of diffraction patterns (indicated by the four colors in Figure 3) was only successful for each of the fourth subsets;
reconstructions of the other three subsets do not converge to a reasonable solution. Figure 4(a) shows the phase
shift induced by the object as a result of the reconstruction of the fourth subset. To reconstruct the algorithms
used the raster point positions read from the scanning stage. As the expected raster point positions deviate
considerably from the actual ones, the reconstruction suffers from artifacts and has a low resolution. To get rid
of the artifacts and to enhance the spatial resolution, we developed a position refinement algorithm and applied
it to the data.
Given a certain raster scan point, the refinement algorithm simulates the diffraction pattern and calculates the
least square distance between the simulated and the measured diffraction pattern as a function of the position.
The refined position of the recent scan point minimizes the least square distance. Iterating over all scan points,
the algorithm finds a set of refined positions that can be used as input for a further ptychographic reconstruction.
Figure 4(b) depicts the reconstructed phase of the object transmission function after ptychographic reconstruction
with refined positions, in which, again, only the fourth subset of diffraction patterns was used.
In a next step, the reconstructed object and illumination obtained so far can be utilized to apply ptychographic reconstruction all the subsets of diffraction patterns. Alternating position refinement and ptychographic
reconstruction with differing update rules leads to the final reconstruction shown in Figure 4(c). A comparison
between the designated positions shown in 3(a) and the final refined positions illustrated in Figure 3(c) reveals
strong deviations. Obviously, due to thermal drifts and instabilities of the setup.
To be able to compare the resolution of different imaging techniques, we define the spatial resolution as the
FWHM of the deviation of the edge-transfer function determined from a line profile over a certain feature in
the image, at which the feature should be a kind of sharp edge. Applying this to Figure 4(c) one finds a spatial
resolution of 70 nm.
The algorithm that we used for ptychographic reconstruction assumes a constant illumination for each scan
point and neglects variations of the illumination between different exposures. At third generation synchrotron
radiation sources the shape of the illumination does not change very much, the monotonically decreasing photon
flux – if present at all – is corrected by normalizing the diffraction patterns with respect to the measured photon
flux. It was not clear in advance, if the same is true in case of an XFEL source. If the shape of the illumination
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Figure 4. Reconstructed phase shift induced by the test object. Zero phase shift is represented by black. (a) Object phase
after the initial reconstruction of the fourth subset of diffraction patterns. The algorithm use the designated scan point
positions. (b) Object phase after the first iteration of the position refinement algorithm, applied to the fourth subset of
diffraction patterns. The calculated positions were used as initial values to reconstruct the whole scan including all four
subsets. After 6 iterations of ptychographic reconstruction and position refinement we obtain the object phase as shown
in (c).

changes too much from single shot to single shot, ptychographic reconstruction fails. As shown in Figure 4,
ptychography was able to reconstruct the object correctly, compare figure 2 a. The geometric shape of the
reconstruction matches that of the original object in very good agreement. In addition, the reconstructed phase
shift value of −1.8 rad conforms to the value of −1.9 rad, which is theoretically expected for a 1 µm thick tungsten
layer at 8.2 keV.
There are further possibilities to check for consistency. For example, the reconstructed wavefield can be
numerically propagated to the detector plane, where its intensity distribution can be compared with the measured
intensity of the focused beam without sample. We found that the reconstructed far-field intensity distribution
represents all the features in very good agreement with the measured intensity.20
Nevertheless, the reconstructed wavefield is only an average over the single shot wavefields. It is possible
to use the ptychography data to reconstruct the wavefield for each individual scan point. For this we use the
reconstructed object function and the refined scan point positions to execute another ptychographic reconstruction. But now the object function is kept fixed and the individual wavefield retrieved at each scan point is
stored separately instead of being used to update the global (averaged) illumination. Figure 5 illustrates the
averaged illumination function (b) in comparison with the individual wavefields of two scan points (a) and (c),
respectively. There is almost no difference in the shape of the wavefields. The larger noise level of an individual
wavefield is caused by a much lower signal, since the individual wavefield is retrieved from only one diffraction
pattern, while the averaged wavefield is determined by several hundreds of diffraction patterns. The shape of a
focused XFEL beam remains nearly the same from pulse to pulse, althougth the illumination function on the
aperture of the lens .
One important advantage of knowing both, real and imaginary part of the illumination function (or phase and
amplitude, respectively) is the possibility to propagate the wavefield back and forth applying the Fresnel-Kirchhoff
propagation formula.19 This allows to reconstruct the full three-dimensional caustic. Figure 6 illustrates the
three-dimensional complex caustic in the range ± 20 mm around the focal plane; the complex values are represented by amplitude (hue-coded) and by phase (color-coded). An aberration-free CRL is expected to generate a
Gaussian beam with a waist in the focal plane. The reconstructed caustic, however, shows spherical aberrations:
rays that pass the lens near the optical axis are refracted with a shorter focal distance than rays that pass the
lens further away from the optical axis. From this fact we conclude that the shape of the refractive lenses is not
a perfect paraboloid. The apex of the paraboloid does not coincide with the axis of rotation (optical axis). The
parabolic shape is slightly shifted in a way to increased curvature near the optical axis, while the curvature away
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Figure 5. Reconstructed illuminating wavefield. (b) shows the illumination averaged over all 381 single shots. (a) and (c)
show reconstructions of two individual shots. (d) The line profile through the focus reveals a focus size of 125 nm FWHM.
Variations in the intensity distribution are present but only in the lower intensity specles. The central focal spot is almost
the same for each single shot.
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Figure 6. Three-dimensional illustration of the complex illumination field along the optical axis. The reconstructed
illuminating wavefield can be propagated along the optical axis. The resulting intensities are coded by the luminosity of
a voxel and the phase of the wavefield is represented by color. Spherical aberrations of the CRLs are clearly visible. For
the rays passing close to the optical axis the focal length is shorter than for these passing the optic at its periphery.

from the center line is weaker. This informations serves as input to the improved fabrications of beryllium CRLs
by RX-Optics (www.rxoptics.de).

5. SUMMARY
We have shown that parabolic compound refractive x-ray lenses (CRLs) made of beryllium are well-suited to focus
the hard x rays of an FEL beam to a spot size of about 125 nm FWHM. The shape of the intensity distribution
are observe to be very stable from pulse to pulse, even though the flux varied by more than three orders of
magnitude. This variation results from fluctuation of the x-ray energy from pulse to pulse. We proofed that
ptychography is a proper technique to analyze an attenuated focused XFEL beam, providing information about
amplitude and phase with a resolution better than 70 nm. Moreover, the method can be expanded to analyse
unattenuated XFEL pulses, employing periodic test structures. For each scan point another different but similar
test structure would be illuminated, allowing each test structure to be destroyed by the individual pulse. The
reconstructed complex wavefield can be propagated along the optical axis to obtain the full three-dimensional
caustic. This allows to analyse distortions of the ideal caustic and to identify aberrations of the focusing optic.
The knowledge of the intensity distribution of the XFEL beam near the focal plane will be useful to evaluate
and understand the measured data in many experiments that make use of a focused beam.
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